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Cover Picture: Princeton Municipal Light Department Wind Farm on
Wachusett Mountain, November 2003 - A failure of a turbine support bolt
resulting in subsequent disintegration of the windmill blades (aginst the
tower), scattering debris across the wind farm and adjacent Wachusett
Reservation properties.  Note: blade part in foreground and on tower.
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SUMMARY

Today, the task before the Joint Committee (regarding Bill S40) is to hear from the public on what would appear sim-
ple -  the giving and taking of “driveway” easements between the Commonwealth’s Wachusett Reservation
(Stagecoach Trail) and the Town of Princeton’s legal “right of way” for its wind power site.  As well, the town is offering
the to transfer to the Commonwealth, ownership of, five acres of their 16-acre wind site.  

I urge the Joint Committee for Bill S40 to carefully consider the following with regard to your recommendations an for
eaesment exchange and accession of land from Princeton:

1.  The Wachusett Wind Site is a 16 acre parcel wholly surrounded by the Wachusett Reservation and flanked within
few feet, on three sides, by the well traveled Midstate, Harrington and Stagecoach trails.  This portion of the state
park is accessible and popular.

2.  The present eight windmills are 120-feet high and are proposed to be replaced with two windmills as high as a 35-
story building and with blades that stretch as wide as a football field - windmills whose elevation will come with 150-
feet of the mountain’s elevation.

3. In the wintertime Wachusett experiences unusual ice storms in number and severity

4.  In the wintertime, the windmills accumulate ice - then release it when it melts and falls, when it is blown off by wind
or is thrown it off by the rotating blades

5.  This ice has put holes in the roofs of utilty buildings on the wind farm and scattters itself across the fully accesssi-
ble wind site, the state reservation and hiking trails, threatening state park viisitors  The risk associated with being
struck windmill ice can be quantified and is relative to one’s distance from the windmills and will increase geometrical-
ly with the proposed windmills.

6.  Windmills and wind data collection towers at Wachusett have structurally failed five times in twenty years on the
Town of Princeton (PMLD) site.  This also threatens the state park visitors as well with collapsing metal structures and
flying blades.  Proposed windmills and data towers will not be installed in compliance withthe manufacuturer’s recom-
mendations and safety warnings.  

7.  The Bill S40 accession,  of 5-acres of wind farm property from Princeton, will incresase the shoulder-to-shoulder
proximities of the state park to additional sides of the proposed 35-story windmills - escalating the Commonwealth’s
liability for injury or death, due to ice release and structural failure, 

8.  The easement exchange in Bill S40 enables Community Energy of Wayne, PA, the for-profit  “owner, operator and
maintainer” of Princeton’s wind farm, to develop an industrial wind power plant that does not remotely meet the wind
industry’s own setback standards for safety and annoyance, thus utilizes one-hundred acres of the Wachusett
Reservation as its safety zone.

9.  Mitigation efforts for ice danger offered by PMLD and Copmmunity Energy do not reduce the risk of being hit by
ice and are not industry recommended.  No mitigations were offered for structural failure.

10.  Setback of the turbines from people, buildings, roads, trails, etc  is the sole industry standard mitigation for icing,
structural failure and noise.  The proposed Wachusett wind farm’s setback is less than 20% of that recommended by
the wind industry itself.

11. Commonwealth noise regulations, set by the Department of Environmental Protection, are violated by the pro-
posed wind farm expansion -  an enterprise, Community Energy of Wayne PA, “owner, operator and maintainer of the
Wachusett Wind Power Site,  is relying on  the Wachusett Reservation to be used as its industrial noise buffer.

The Joint Committee considering Bill S40 should reject it until the Wachusett Wind Farm proponents meet, with certifi-
cation, the wind industry’s standards for safety and public and private property rights on their wind power site.

Sincerely....John P. Mollica
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Wachusett Wind Farm

There is Ice
Proponent’s Proposal 

“Icing is uncommon” on the windfarm

“Is there an Icing Problem?  We should not experience any icing problems at our site.”
(Princeton Municipal Light Department (PMLD) Powerpoint slide; Q&A in a presentation before the Wachusett

Mountain Advisory Council (WMAC); by PMLD; July 2002)

“Is There an Icing Problem?  No.  We should not experience any icing problems at our
site.  The existing lattice tower and units are more prone to icing and PMLD has not

experienced icing problems in 18 years.”
(PMLD’s Wind Farm Project, Frequently Asked Questions; PMLD; December 2002)

ICE COVERING WACHUSETT MOUNTAIN RESERVATION (ice cloud above)



Wachusett Reservation (100 year old) Records
“Much damage was caused by the ice storm in November of the present year

… annual wind and ice storms and other natural forces 
are operating to devastate the woods...”

(Report of the [Wachusett Reservation] Commissioners; Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1900)

Harvard University Research
“Wachusett Mountain is the highest peak east of the Connecticut River and is the second 

oldest reservation in the state.  It has the oldest red oak (328 years) in the world 
and some of the oldest known yellow birch at 374 years old.  

A long history of ice, snow and wind damage, as well as porcupine browse, has result-
ed in trees that are stunted with gnarled canopies,

making them less desirable over the years for cutting, according to Orwig [from Harvard
Forest, Harvard University, Petersham]. “Wachusett contains a wealth of information and

should be afforded the strictest protection before it’s too late,” he said.”
(Old Oaks and big lizards unique to Mt. Wachusett; Phyllis Booth; The Landmark. Page 1, April 2004)

Department of Conservation & Recreation Records
“Wachusett mountain is also particularly susceptible 

to winter ice storms 
(freezing rain) due to its elevations, as well as rain and fog.  Deposition of ice is usually 

limited to the area above 1,500-feet (457 meters).  Tree damage at this elevation is 
particularly substantial.”

(Resource Management Protection Plan, Wachusett Mountain State Reservation; Massachusetts
Commonwealth: DEM, prepared by Epsilon Asosciates; page 2-2; June 1999)

Meteorological Research
“New England and especially Massachusetts is an area of high 

occurrence for glaze storms as confirmed ....  A study covering a period of fifty years of
glaze precipitation in the United States conducted by Tattelman and Gringorten supports this

claim.”
[Wachusett shows 12 - 15 days of freezing precipitation annually, based on data from 95

Weather Bureau stations obtained from 1939 - 1948]
(Wind Energy: Cold Weather IssueS; Dr. James F. Manwell and Antoine Lacroix; UMASS- Amherst, Renewable

Energy Research Laboratory, June 2000)

Author’s Note
In each of the the winters of 2002-2003 and 2003-2004, I documented, in photographs and

video, seven ice storms at the Wachusett wind farm.  This was not an exhaustive record
(there were more than seven ice events each year) but the evidence is empirically significant.

Industry and agency research shows that icing does occur with greater regularity on
Wachusett Mountain, and has for hundreds of years.

BOTTOM LINE
Icing is more-than-common, on the Wachusett Reservation and at the wind farm site,
as evidenced by long term data kept by meteorologists, state agencies, academia and the

National Renewable Energy Lab.  Before man’s records, in their stunted physique relative to
their age of several hundred years, Wachusett’s “old growth forests,” kept a history that

reveal a domination of their hardwood by ice -- a annual routine that reaches back to a time
before the Pilgrims set foot in Massachusetts.
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Wachusett Wind Farm

There is Ice Danger

Proponent’s Proposal
“Warn passing pedestrians of the risk” at the Wachusett Wind farm

“Signage will be fixed on the turbine and site perimter to warn passing pedestrians of the
risk.” 

(Princeton Municipal Light Department (PMLD) and Epsilon Associates in MEPA #13229 - Expanded
Environmental Notification Form; March 2004) 

3-Foot Holes (from falling ice) in Control Shed Roof
at the base of 120-foot Wachusett Wind Farm Windmill



Author’s Note
Up to two-inches thick, I’ve seen ice fall off, be blown off and thrown off the present 120-foot wind-
mills and wind data towers at Wachusett (i.e. most of the ice release has been off of non-operating
turbines).  I’ve photo-documented ice piled in the vicinity of the towers like a thousand broken glass

(fraction of an inch size to pieces 8.5-feet long by 2–feet wide).  I’ve seen the windmills spin with
ice covered blades without releasing any of it, and I’ve seen ice blowing off the windmills (over  dis-

tances of 300-feet) and onto the Reservation when the trees were ice free. 

I have been nearly hit by ice a few times.  In 2004, I saw a group of three park visitors nearly hit by
a five-foot by one-foot ice chunk flying off a windmill.  It hit the ground about 20-feet from them – as

they walked on Stage Coach Trail unaware of this. 

These icing events have been witnessed on two occasions by a Commonwealth DCR ranger and
supervisor who accompanied me.  The DCR supervisor witnessed several foot-long pieces of ice

driven wholly into crusted snow that we could walk upon. 

Wind Industry Research
“Ice thrown off the blade may also pose a safety risk even in areas where icing is infrequent,

specifically when the turbines are situated close to the public, such as road and skiing resorts.”
(State-of-the-Art of Wind Energy in Cold Climates; T. Laakso, H. Holttinen, G. Ronsten, L.Tallhaug, R. Horbaty,

I. Baring-Gould, A. Lacroix, E. Peltola, B. Tammelin, WECO, April, 2003)

Wind Industry Developer Research / Experiences
“...the danger from ice being released from rotor blades is real -
and a hard hat is not going to provide you with much comfort.

I have stood near the turbines GMP {Green Mountain Power] had on Mt. Equinox in the early 1990s
and more recently the Zond 500KW turbines in Searsburg Vt during and after ice events.

One time we found a piece of ice that was really impressive.  Three adults jumping on it couldn’t
break [it].  It looked to be 5 or 6 inches thick, three feet wide and about 5 feet long.  Probably

weighed several hundred pounds.  We couldn’t lift it.” 
(mail from John Zimmerman- founder & president of Vermont Energy Research Associates - 

Subject: “Ice shedding from turbines and public safety” to American Wind Energy Association, 2000) 

Wind Farm Operator Experience
“Whenever there is any ice on a turbine you just stay away from it.  You just stay away from

the towers when they are iced up.  They are too dangerous.
There are fairly big pieces of ice attached to the blades and we actually have closed the road into
the site proper because one of the turbines is sort of close to the road and there is a lot of ice on

the blades.  But it is very dangerous whenever you are around the towers with blade ice 
accumulation.  The ice will come off eventually, and when it comes off, it can come off 

in big sheets and it can do serious damage.”
(Canadian Broadcasting (CBC) radio interview aired on April 2, 2003, with Carl Brothers, 

the Project Manager of the Wind Turbine Complex at North Cape, Prince Edward Island, Canada)

BOTTOM LINE - ICE DANGER
Ice and windmills are a perilous combination and present a hazard to anyone in the vicinity.
This is collaborated by scores of international wind industry professionals and a growing national

consensus. The following two pages show phoptographs of ice at the Wachusett Wind Farm.
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Wachusett Wind Farm

There is Ice Danger
(continued)

Wachusett Wind Power Site (2002)
Approximately 2-inches of glaze ice on a 22-foot blade



Wachusett Wind Power Site 2002
Ice blowing off of a the blade of a non-operating, 

seemingly ice-free, 120-foot windmill 

Wachusett Wind Power Site 2004
Glaze ice about 8-feet long, just fallen from a 

165-foot wind data tower
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Wachusett Wind Farm

There is Dangerous
Structural Failure

Wachusett Wind Farm - Major Structural Failure History

1. Early Wind Site Collapse – 1980’s
An employee, who worked for PMLD in the mid-1980’s, told of a tower structural failure that
happened right after the windmills were installed.  Evidently the top 60-feet of one of the
lattice towers, with the turbine on it, collapsed down into itself.

2. Lightning Strike & Imbalance Collapse – 1990’s
On a summer day in the early 1990’s, lightning struck a windmill on the northern boundary
of the wind site.  It disintegrated a blade sending parts of it over 300-feet from the tower.

Later that day as the wind picked up, the turbine began to operate.  With only two blades,
its operation was uncontrolled and unbalanced.  This state of unstable function caused the
windmill to resonate until it collapsed completely to the ground.

3. Wind Data Tower Collapse 
-- November 19, 2002

A 130-foot monopole used to measure wind
speeds collapsed following an ice storm in
November 2002.  This tower had been 
erected in July 2000.

4. Wind Data Tower Collapse 
-- March 2003

A 165-foot monopole used to measure wind
speeds collapsed in March 2003.  This tower
was installed two months before.

Wachusett Wind Power Site
130-foot Wind Data Tower Collapsed (November 2003)

Wachusett Wind Power Site
165-foot Wind Data Tower Monopole 

about to collapse (March 2003)



Wachusett Wind Farm - Major Structural Failure History
(Continued)

5. WTG Blade Disintegration – November 2003
In November 2003, all three blades on an existing PMLD
windmill were completely obliterated.  An anchoring pin
on the turbine gave way, allowing the turbine to tilt for-
ward  until the rotating blades then struck the tower.
They disintegrated spewing hundreds of pieces of fiber-
glass and wooden shards across the wind farm and state
park properties.  The pieces were from toothpick size to
approximately five-feet in length.

Other Recent Wind Power Site -- Structural Failures

Weatherford, Oklahoma -- May 6, 2005
A 300-foot General electric 1.5MW windmill snapped in

half and collapsed to
the ground six days
after wind farm oper-
ation had begun.

This same GE windmill is one of the windmills proposed for the
Wachusett site.

Berwickshire, Scotland -- April 7, 2005
A 40 meter blade (135-feet, same size as the proposed
Wachusett windmill blades) shattered and was thrown hundreds
of meters.  Wind farm was operational since August 2004.

“...operations manager at Crystal Rig, confirmed the incident on
Monday saying: "It's true that one of them has broken and we
are investigating that at the moment. It's not normal and I have
not seen it before myself but I know that it has happened at
other wind farms.””

Failure’s happened five times at the Wachusett Wind Site.

Wachusett Wind Power Site
Windmill Blade Disintegration 

(November 2003)

Weatherford, Oklahoma
Tower Snaps in half - 

Windmill collapses (May 2005)

BOTTOM LINE - STRUCTURAL FAILURE DANGER
Windmills and Data Tower structures fail at Wachusett Wind Power Site.  

As well, hundreds of other structural failure incidents are documented both in the United States
and internationally.

What is Community Energy of Wayne, PA, the owner/ operator of the proposed Wachusett
wind farm, doing to protect citizens that use the intimately adjacent, Article 97 protected,  

Wachusett Reservation ? 
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Wachusett Wind Farm

There is Proximity to Danger 

Stagecoach
Trail

Wachusett
Reservation

Windfarm

Wachusett
Reservation

Wachusett
Reservation

Harrington
& Midstate

Trail

Harrington
& Midstate

Trail

Stagecoach
Trail

Wachusett Wind Power Site (Windfarm)
surrounded by Wachusett Reservation.  Ice & structural
failure are within striking distance of state park visitors.

The Wachusett Wind Power Site is abutted on all sides by the Wachusett Mountain State
Reservation.  The wind farm is intimately flanked on the west, north and south by the Harrington,

Midstate and Stagecoach Trails.
In all seasons these marked trails, as well as the pathless reservation properties, are well travelled

by visitors hiking, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing and other on-foot activities - such as evi-
denced by the details of a  portion of an orienteering map (show below).

The present windmill sites are maked with a combination black circle and +,  The black X repre-
sents the locations of the present wind data towers.

X

X



Wachusett Wind Power Site
present 120-foot windmill 

towers above Stagecoach Trail

Wachusett Wind Site Access
- well travelled Stagecoach Trail, an

unsuspecting path to ice throw & 
structural failures.  (Winter 2003)

Wachusett Reservation
failed windmill in background and a

shattered windmill blade in the tree top
(November 2003)

Present Proximity 
to Danger
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Wachusett Wind Farm

Windfarm Expansion:
Increases Reservation Danger

QUANTIFICATION OF EXPANSION
Surface Areas & Heights - Present vs. Proposed Windmills

Windmill – present Windmill – proposed Proposed Increase
Single Blade - area 44 sq. ft. 917 sq., ft. 20 times
All Blades - area 1,056 sq. ft. 5,502 sq. ft. 5 times

Swept Area
(circle created by blades 
as they rotate -per windmill) 1,502 sq. ft. 56,410 sq. ft. 37 times 

(.034 acres) (1.3 acres)

Swept Area 12,016 sq. ft. 107,825 sq. ft. 9 times
(all windmills) (.28 acres) (2.6 acres)

Blade Tip Speed 110 mph 204 mph ~ 2 times

Tower Height 100 ft. 230 ft. 2.3 times
Windmill Height 122 feet 364 ft. 3 times

Proponent’s Proposal 
“Ice buildup is less of a risk with the new units compared to the existing towers. 

The large diameter and surface area decreases the likelihood of ice accretion as compared to the
existing lattice style towers [with] small diameter blades. The new units rotate slower at only 20 rpm
as compared to 70 rpm by the existing units.  The slower blade speed and reduced number of tur-

bines from the existing eight to only two, also reduces the risk of ice accretion and ice throw.”
(Princeton Municipal Light Department (PMLD) and Epsilon Associates in MEPA #13229 - Expanded Environmental

Notification Form; March 2004) 

WEIGHT & VOLUME of ICE ACCRETION & RELEASE
of the TWO PROPOSED WINDMILLS (per each 1/2-inch ice cover)

Surface Area Volume Weight Weight
(square feet) (cubic feet) (pounds) (tons)

6 Blades 11,004 451 27.962 13.98
2 Nacelles 2,180 90 5,580 2.79
2 Towers 17,658 733 45,446 22.72
TOTALS 30,842 1,274 78,988 39.5 tons

Author’s Note
That’s right: up to 40-tons of ice will be shed by the two new windmills per every 1/2-inch of icing -

a good portion of which will land on state reservation properties due to its proximity.



Rutgers Physics Professor’s Ice Throw Calculations - Proposed Windfarm

“This document has been prepared by Terry Matilsky, Professor of Physics at Rutgers
University.  He has several decades of experience in applying the laws of physics to various
environmental and commercial isuues, and has served and testified as an expert witness in

several venues, including United States Federal Courts.

CALCULATION OF ICE THROW DISTANCES FOR THE WACHUSETT WIND POWER SITE
WHAT WE KNOW:  blade radius is about 130’ - hub height is about 230’

rotational speed at rated capacity is 1 rev/ 3 seconds or 20 rev/min
Results:

1)  Rotor tip speed:  ...about 190 mph! 
2)  Range:  ...2450 feet.

3)  Speed of the projectile at impact:   ...OVER 200 MPH.
4)  To account for the change in elevation at the proposed sites, ...the theoretical maximum

ice throw, in the absence of air resistance, would be about 2855 feet.  

Note that the presence of air resistance, and wind, can modify these values somewhat...But it
seems like it would be quite reasonable to take about ONE HALF MILE as the canonical

number for the maximum range of a projectile launched with the above wind turbine
parameters.

Respectfully submitted, Professor Terry Matilsky Department of Physics and Astronomy
Rutgers University  Piscataway, N. J. 08854”

Wind Industry Research
“In-cloud icing was seven times more frequent at the level of 

84m [277-feet] than at the 62m [204-feet] level during the winter 99/00. Together with the
earlier research this study indicates, that in-cloud icing will be more frequent at higher eleva-
tions. This has to be taken into account, when bigger and higher wind turbines are to be built
at sites where icing conditions may prevail. Already, multimegawatt size turbines have been
planned. It seems that the highest tip position of a wind turbine blade is about to increase in

the future, and therefore it is more than likely that the tips of blades are going to undergo
icing in near future at surprising sites.”

( both from  Results of Pori Wind Farm Measurements, pages 80 and 81; VTT Energy Reports 42/2001, ISSN
1457-3350 by Marjaniemi, Laakso, Makkonen, Wright of VTT Energy, November 2001)
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Windfarm Expansion:
Increased Reservation Danger (continued)

Author’s Note
Using, #1: thepreceding calculations for the proposed windmills regarding ice accretion volumes and
weight, and #2: the geometric increases in the Wachusett structure’s heights and breadths -- along
with #3: the industry’s discovery of rapidly increasing amounts of ice even with small increases in
tower height and #4: Rutger’s calculations for maximum ice throws - one can now use the map of
the expansion site (on the following page) to qualify the scope of increased danger at Wachusett.

Further, this peril can be quantified using the graph below that correlates distances from a ice
covered windmill with the probablilty of being struck by ice.  

Wind Industry Cold Werather Research - Quantative Risk of Ice Strike
This table from two of the wind industry’s cold weather research groups helps quantify the risk

of ice danger given a site’s level of icing and distance from windmills.  Probability of being hit by
ice are shown on the bottom axis relative to distances from windmills,

Note: to change meters to feet multiply meters by 3.3.  E.g., 50-meters equals 165-feet which is
the distance of one Wachusett windmill from the Stagecoach Trail. Note, the probability of being

hit by lightning is one-in-a-million per year or .000001- the column to the far left.  

“Figure 3 is based on a rate of ice accretion averaginge 75 kg/day during icing conditions. A fig-
ure which has been estimated for a 3-blade turbine of 50m diameter [proposed Wachusett wind-

mill blades are 80 meters].  The allowable risk should be scaled pro rata under different
assumptions.”

(Kittitas Valley Icing Conditions;  BOREAS IV conference; page 120 , 31 March - 2 April, 1998;  Hetta Finland)



Engineers Site Map
PROXIMITY OF PROPOSED WACHUSETT WIND POWER SITE EXPANSION
to Wachusett Reservation and hiking trails, with windmill locations and setbacks.

230-ft. -->
setback

Midstate &
Harrington Trails

Wachusett 
Reservation

<-- 320-ft. setback

Wachusett 
Reservation

Midstate &
Harrington Trails

Midstate &
Harrington Trails

Wachusett 
Reservation

<-- 145-ft. 
setback 

Stagecoach Trail

Wachusett 
Reservation

145-ft. setback -->

StagecoachTrail

BOTTOM LINE - WACHUSETT EXPANSION’S INCREASED DANGER 
Industry research shows that the Wachusett wind site expansion would increase danger to the

many citizens who take advantage of the Wachusett Reservation protected properties.  The owner/ 
operator of the proposed Wachusett wind farm, Community Energy of Wayne, PA, should be

required to prove through study and industry research that their profit is not gained in lieu
of the safety and rights insured under Article 97 for the Commonwealth’s citizens. page 19



Wachusett Wind Farm

S40 Land Transfer: (SECTION 4)

Increases Reservation Danger

Commonwealth S.40 Section 4 
“The Town of Princeton will also transfer a certain lands along the south-east border of

its 16 acre wind farm site known as the Harrington Trial [sp]”

Proponent’s Proposal
“In exchange for permanent access and operations and maintenance rights to Stage Coach

Road and the area of land under the existing utility lines, 
PMLD proposes to grant DCR full rights to its existing legal access right-of-way, and to

grant to DCR ownership to approximately 5 acres of land...”
(Princeton Municipal Light Department (PMLD) and Epsilon Associates in MEPA #13229 - Expanded

Environmental Notification Form; March 2004) 

New England Wind Industry Developer’s Experience
“In winter icing is a real danger and therefore GMP [Green Mountain Power] restricts public

access to the site(s).  Maintenance workers have developed a protocol for working on the tur-
bines during icing conditions...”

(mail from John Zimmerman- founder & president of Vermont Energy Research Associates - Subject: “Ice shed-
ding from turbines and public safety” to American Wind Energy Association, 2000)

Author’s Note
Using the map of the Wachusett Wind Power Site on the opposite page, along with the “allow-
able risk for icing” graph presented in the previous section, one can quantify the increase of

risk for the Commonwealth, and the state park visitors, associated with accepting a land
transfer of 5-acres from the Town of Princeton at its wind farm.

On this transfered property, how will the Commonwealth via DCR protect park visitors
who can either day or night, winter or summer, unnoticed, park their cars and within 10-feet

enter the state reservation and, within a few hundred foot walk across a field, will be as close
to the turbines as the windmill maintenance personnel?

Wind Industry Research / Experience
“Wind turbines are normally erected far away from houses, industry, etc., as the wind condi-
tions are not favourable in the vicinity of large obstacles... However, the turbines are erected
close to roads or agricultural infrastructure in order to avoid long and expensive access roads
for erection and maintenance. This induces a risk for persons passing by the wind turbines,

cars passing the streets if ice fragments fall down from a turbine.”
(Risk Analysis of Ice Throw From Wind Turbines; Seifert, Westerhellweg, Kroning; DEWI, Deutches

Windenergie-InstitutGmbH Ebertstr. 96, D-26382 Wilhelmshaven, Germany, presentation to BOREAS, April
2003)



230-ft. -->
setback

Midstate &
Harrington Trails

Proposed Wachusett Wind Site Expansion
showing 5-acres proposed for transfer under 

Section 4 of Commonwealth Bill S40

Wachusett 
Reservation

<-- 320-ft. setback

Wachusett 
Reservation

Midstate &
Harrington Trails

Midstate &
Harrington Trails

Wachusett 
Reservation

<-- 145-ft. 
setback 

Stagecoach Trail

Wachusett 
Reservation

145-ft. setback -->

StagecoachTrail

5 Acre Transfer:
Town of Princeton
to Commonwealth

BOTTOM LINE - S40 LAND TRANSFER, INCREASED DANGER 
In accepting and passing the land tranfer provisions of Section 4, Bill S40, 

the Commonwealth now assumes responsibility for the increased danger to the citizens 
who visit that area of the Wachusett Reservation, arm-in-arm with the wind site .
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Wachusett Wind Farm

S40 Easement Exchange: (SECTION 1)

Article 97 Lands - A Safety Zone

Commonwealth S.40 - Section 1 
“The first easement, known as Stage Coach Trail Access Road, may be granted for the

purpose of maintaining a gravel access road to the Town of Princeton’s Wind Farm.
Said easement allows for the right to enter upon and use said Stage Coach Access Road to

access land of the Town of Princeton subject to such reasonable conditions as may be
imposed by the department of conservation and recreation” 

Proponent’s Proposal
“In exchange for permanent access and operations and maintenance rights to Stage
Coach Road and the area of land under the existing utility lines, PMLD proposes to

grant DCR full rights to its existing legal access right-of-way,
and to grant to DCR ownership to approximately 5 acres of land...”

(Princeton Municipal Light Department (PMLD) and Epsilon Associates in MEPA #13229 - Expanded
Environmental Notification Form; March 2004) 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Constitution
“The people shall have the right to clean air and water, freedom from excessive 
and unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic, historic, and esthetic qualities 

of their environment; 
and the protection of the people in their right to the conservation, development and utilization
of the agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air and other natural resources is hereby declared

to be a public purpose. 

The general court shall have the power to enact legislation necessary or expedient 
to protect such rights. 

Lands and easements taken or acquired for such purposes 
shall not be used for other purposes

or otherwise disposed of except by laws enacted by a two thirds vote, taken 
by yeas and nays, of each branch of the general court.”

(excerpts from Article 97 of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Constitution)



Author’s Note
Considering the Rutgers’ theorectical ice throw of 2,800-feet, along with the 300-foot ice release
from the present 120-foot windmills that I’ve witnessed - it is reasonable to consider an ice throw

zone of 1,000-feet radius from the proposed structures which stand at three times the present
heights.  When this ice-zone is drawn around the windmills on the Wachusett Wind Power Site, it

extends well into the Wachusett Reservation as show below.
Unconstitutionally, the protected Article 97 lands of the Wachusett Reservation are being
“used for other purposes” - they are a proposed safety zone for the wind farm that will be

“owned, operated and maintained” (per contract) by for-profit Community Energy, Wayne, PA

ICE RELEASE
IMPINGEMENTS on:

Wachusett
Reservation

(article 97 land)
~ 85 acres

Harrington &
Mid-state Trail

~ 3,000-feet
(.56 mile)

Stage Coach
Trail

~ 1,630-feet
(.3 mile)

Westminster
Road

~ 1,180-feet
(~ .22 mile)

ICE ZONE

+
1000-ft radius

WACHUSETT WIND POWER SITE EXPANSION - ICE MAP

+ Windmill

BOTTOM LINE - S40 EASEMENT EXCHANGE:  ARTICLE 97 - A SAFETY ZONE
In accepting and passing the easement exchange provisions of Section 1, Bill S40, the

Commonwealth will allow nearly 100 acres of properties, protected for enjoyment of the natural 
environment and for conservation, to be use as a danger-filled safety zone

for a commercial power generating site.
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Wachusett Wind Farm

Mitigation Myths
Proponent Ice Mitigation #1

“The risk of a hiker being hit by ice is less than from trees.”  

Comment: Certainly this is true, but moot…as there are hundreds of trees to release ice but there
are only two proposed windmills on the Wachusett Reservation that visitors can walk under.  Yet,
critical to that danger is that the ice released from trees is in size, weight, distance of fall or throw

and resulting forces is comparatively fractional to that of the ice shed from windmills.

To the left, see ice from trees, on the
ground, in the area of the windfarm.
They are nub sized, a few inches.

To the right, is ice leaning off of the wind
data tower, on the same day, 

at 4-foot size. 

Proponent Ice Mitigation #2
“PMLD will install sensors that monitor ice accretion, which will shut the turbines down dur-

ing significant ice events.” 
Comment: When ice accumulates on windmill blades, turbines or towers -  it is either thrown off,
falls off or is blown off.  I have taken hundreds of photos of ice being shed from “shut down” wind-

mills  and I’ve seen the wind blow it hundreds of feet.

Industry Comment: “However, practi-
cal experience at the Tauerwind [wind
power study site] showed that all sens-
ing systems tested reported different

“ice information.”
(Technical Requirements for Rotor Blades

Operating in Cold Climate, by Henry Seifert,
DEWI, Deutches Windenergie-InstitutGmbH

Ebertstr. 96, D-26382 Wilhelmshaven,
Germany, 2003)

Industry Comment #2: “The EUMET-
NET SWS [Severe Weather Sensor] II
project proved that at present reliable
equipment to measure atmospheric

icing (freezing rain and in-cloud icing)
do not exist.  

(Measurement and Forecasting Atmospheric
Icing on Structures, page 4, European

Concerted Research Action, COST 727, 2003) 

Wachusett Wind Power Site: foot-long ice 
flying over the iceless Reservation 

- off the blade of a stationary windmill 



Proponent Ice Mitigation #3
“The larger diameter and surface area [of windmill towers] decreases the likelihood of ice

accretion as compared to the existing lattice style towers small diameter blades.” 

Comment: There is no basis for this statement, no studies, no evidence - just conjecture. 
There are plenty of industry photos of large diameter towers covered with ice 

- to prove the point that they can withstand cold weather.
In 1994, in Pipestone, Minnesota, a young man was killed as a result of being struck by ice which

had adhered to a large diameter windmill tower.  Details are in OSHA ummary report #813261.

Proponent Ice Mitigation #4
“Once the turbines are shut down and the warning sent, PMLD’s staff must visibly check the

site for ice accretion.  The turbines will not be restarted until the ice melts away or is
removed by jogging the turbine blades (jogging is a quick start and stop operation that flex’s

the fiberglass turbine blades enough to cause the ice to break off and fall to the ground.”

Comment: Logistically, how will PMLD visibly check for ice at night - with a flashlight? and with ice
coming down on the staff person’s head? And how can park visitors possibly be warned of the ice-

jogging events, that will cover multiple acres, from machines that are 350-feet high?

Industry Comment: “The rime [ice] build-up is quite hard but it is also less brittle than might be
expected and remains attached to the rotor under significant flexure of the blades.”

“There is significant evidence that rime ice continues to form when the turbine is operating and is
not shaken off by blade flexing, even though this may be the case for other types of ice formation.”

(both from Assessment of Safety Risks Arising From Wind Turbine Icing; by Morgan, Bossanyi, Grand Hassan and
Partners Ltd. Bristol BS18 9JB and Seifert, Westerhellweg, Kroning; DEWI, Deutches Windenergie-InstitutGmbH

Ebertstr. 96, D-26382 Wilhelmshaven, Germany, presentation to BOREAS IV, April 1998)

Proponent Ice Mitigation #5

“Signage will be fixed on the turbine
and site perimeter to warning [sp]
passing pedestrians of the risk.”

Comment: Use the BOREAS “safety
distance for ice throw” graph (provided a
few sections back) and check the risk of
being hit by ice - hit as one is reading
the “signage” at the unfenced wind farm
“site perimeter.” 

Will signs be posted, marking  the 
hundreds of acres and possible entry
ways into the state park in the vicinity of
the wind farm as unsafe ?  

Will the signs say “Use your constitution-
ally protected property at your own risk
during the winter months -- Community
Energy is generating electricity.”

Madison (New York) Wind Power - Ice Warning
restricting access to their property, which is rated much

less of an ice zone than is Wachusett Mountain.
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Any Wind Farm

Setback: 
The Sole Solution

Setback - putting distance between windmills and people, residences, public and private
property, roads, etc.  This is the wind industry’s proven solution to avoid many of the issues

facing developers as they attempt to site a wind power project.  

Setback is the mitigation umbrella for a wind power project, trying to find a home for 
structures that are hundreds of feet tall, hundreds of feet wide, make noise, throw ice, cast

shadows, can fail structurally, have flashing lights, etc.  Other than wind resources and capi-
tal, setback is the other wind farm development necessity.

Setbacks are not always the same. Yet - they are consistent, relative to general use of the
wind farm siting area (agricultural, wilderness, rural, recreation, prairie, etc), as well as its
geography and weather.  These consistencies tell -- that the proposed Wachusett Wind

Power Site expansion is not in the setback ballpark. 

Wind Industry News Story - Setback
“Saying they hoped to head off landowner conflicts over wind farm construction, Dickey

County township supervisors have endorsed new zoning rules to govern where the huge tow-
ers may be placed.
"We're all strong advocates for wind development," said Brad Crabtree, who helped draft the

rules as part of Spring Valley Township's planning commission. "But we also feel it's very
important that landowners and local individuals ... are treated fairly in terms of their private
property rights."
A spokesman for FPL Energy of Juno Beach, Fla., which is developing a 70-megawatt wind
power project in the area, said the rules' property line setback provisions could lessen the
number of wind turbines the company may place on a 640-acre section of land.
“The rules could require turbines to be set back 1,200 feet or more from the nearest property

line,” said John DiDonato, an FPL Energy project director.”
(“Township [Bismark, North Dakota] approves wind turbine placement rules” ; Dale Wetzel, Associated Press
Writer, The Associated Press - Saturday, July 02, 2005)

Proposed Wachusett Wind Power Site Setbacks – To Commonwealth Boundaries

Boundary Distance - Setback - Distance Wachusett Setback
Blade to Boundary Tower to Boundary % of WECO 750-feet

Turbine #1 North 10-feet 145-feet 19%
East 10-feet 145-feet 19%

Turbine #2 South 95-feet 230-feet 31%
West 185-feet 320-feet 43%



Recommended safety setbacks, by the following wind industry proponents:

New York State Guidelines:      365-feet to 1,200-feet setback
(Wind Energy Development: A Guide for Local Authorities in New York;  New York State Energy Research 
& Development Authority, Albany, NY October 2002)

National Wind Coordinating Committee:  550-feet to 1.100-feet setback
-industry collaborative to which defendant Community Energy belongs: 
(Permitting of Wind Energy Facilities; NWCC Siting Subcommittee; Washington, DC; August 2002)

Wind Energy into Cold Climates (WECO): 750-foot setback
-annex of the International Energy Agency
(Large Turbines Go Into Cold Climates; Tammelin, Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI); Seifert, 
Deutsches Windenergie-Institut; paper presented at the EWEC 2001,Copenhagen; ,2001)

American Wind Energy Association (AWEA): sites 750-foot setback
1.5 times (hub height + blade diameter)
-“since 1974 has advocated the development of wind energy as reliable, 
environmentally superior energy alternative in the United States and around the world.”  
Community Energy, Wachusett site developer, is a member of AWEA.

Florida Power and Light:  650-foot setback
-a subsidiary of FPL Group  - $8 billion energy business, annually
(FPL Energy, LLC is the leader in wind power development in United States with 36 wind facilities in 14 states representing 20% of
the company’s portfolio)

General Electric :  1,000-foot setback 
-turbine manufacturer: “setbacks established...for performance and above all – safety reasons”
(email from Lorraine Friedland, GE’s Land and Permits Department)

NEG Micon:  365-foot setback
-turbine manufacturer: current choice of the Wachusett Wind Power Site project
“…minimum requirement for safety…Other things to consider are noise and the potential for icing.”
(email from Cynthia Wong, P.E., Vestas Americanas, telephone: 416-466-6684
forwarded by Birgitte Beck Larsen/RADK/NEG Micon 4/13/04)

Vermont Energy Research Associates / Green Mountain Power:  1,320 to 2,640-foot setback
(per email of John Zimmerman, consultant to the only commercially operational wind farm in New England at Searsburg, VT
– based on studies by Boeing and wind farm experiences in the northeast.  
Zimmerman email forwarded by Randy Swisher, Executive Director, since 1989, of American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) )

Williams College - Berlin Pass in Massachusetts : 985-foot setback
-New York state border, proposed wind farm
(their report footnoted several studies used in making their decision.  Choosing a .00001 risk factor 
as acceptable [a one-in-a-million (.000001) lightning strike risk factor is used in Europe)

BOTTOM LINE - The Sole Solution: Setback
Federal, state and town agencies, as well as governmental bodies, should require that both
the Princeton Municipal Light Department and Community Energy of Wayne, PA meet the

wind industry’s own standards for safety setbacks,
as well as noise levels, to ensure both public and private property rights and well-being. 
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Wachusett Wind Farm Expansion

Noise Impingements
on Article 97 Lands

SUPPLEMENT

Proponent’s Proposal
“PMLD hired UMASS’s Renewable Energy Research Lab and PB Power to assess potential
impacts of noise from the proposed project...The assessment indicates without taking into

consideration wind related background noise and forest or topographic barriers that tend to
mask noise, the noise level at 2200 feet will be 36dbA, which is similar to what might be

expected for background noise.”
(Princeton Municipal Light Department (PMLD) and Epsilon Associates in MEPA #13229 - Expanded

Author’s Note
As the Wachusett Wind Power Site will operate both day and night, its noise level beyond its

borders should never exceed 35 dbA (per Commonwealth regulations of 10dB limit above the
ambient noise of 25dBA (a “quiet rural nightime” level per consultant Tech Environmental).

A sound study has never been conducted for the Wachusett Wind Site.  
A “Preliminary Acoustic  Assessment” was done and contained none of the 

industry recommended “elements of a sound study” listed below.

Wind Industry  - Noise Recommendations
“Strategies for addressing or mitigating noise from turbines should consider the different tonal

frequency of the sounds emanating from wind turbine, not just the overall decibel level.
Background noise should also be considered.  Most local requirements use some form of
exceedance over measured background levels as a threshold.  The exceedance level can

vary from 5 to 8 decibels.
Distance is the most effective mitigating measure in addressing noise 

from wind turbines. 
Utilizing setbacks that specify a certain sound level at a certain distance from the turbine 

is also effective.”
(Wind Energy Development: A Guide for Local Authorities in New York; page 30; New York State Energy Research &

Development Authority, Albany, NY October 2002)

Wind Industry  - Noise Evaluation Specification / “Sound Study”

(presented to the AWEA at “Northeast Siting Conference” in Boston - March 2005 by Eric J. Kalapinski, Sound &
Vibration Engineer for Tech Environmental, who recently completed the “long-term baseline monitoring” and “above and
under water acoustic modelling” for the proposed 420MW Cape Wind project in Nantucket Sound.  www.envtech.com)

March
2005
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Author’s Note
Windmills for the Wachusett Wind Site have varied between

GE models and the
latest choice - two
NEG Micon 1.8MW

units with their
sound output specifi-

cations to the left.
The dB thermometer
(left) shows common

sound levels vs.
those at Wachusett,
given the windmill

specs.

“The Department has estab-
lished a Noise Level Policy for
implementing this regulation.
The policy specifies that the

ambient sound level, meas-
ured at the property line of the
facility or at the nearest inhab-

ited buildings, shall not be
increased by more than 10
decibels weighted for the

“A” scale [dB(A)] due to the
sound from the facility dur-

ing its operating hours.”
(DEP Bureau of Waste Prevention Noise

Policy; Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection; 310 CMR 7.10 –

U Noise; 1990)

“ a change in sound level
of 5 dB will typically result
in a noticeable community

response; and
“ a 10 dB increase is sub-

jectively heard as an
approximate doubling in

loudness, and almost
always causes an

adverse community
response.”

(Wind Energy Development: A Guide
for Local Authorities in New York; page
30; New York State Energy Research &

Development Authority, Albany, NY

October 2002)

BOTTOM LINE - Wachusett Wind Site Noise
Noise at the Wachusett Wind Farm borders violates the DEP

regulations by 25 dB.   As well, in creating over 400 state park acres
at more than 10 dB above the ambient noise level, the wind farm

owner /  operator Community Energy of Wayne PA uses these Article
97 Wachusett Reservation properties as their industrial noise buffer.

Wind Farm

Massachusetts
Constitution Article 97
“The people shall have the

right to ... freedom from
excessive 

and unnecessary noise...
Lands and easements taken

or acquired for such purposes 
shall not be used for other

purposes.” 

-Turbines at 3 Feet (at black +)

-Turbines at Property Line
of Reservation (thick black line)

-Turbines at 1100-feet “340 meter”
(blue circles)

-Turbines at 2200-feet (red circles)
-Mass. DEP Limit at Reservation

(at wind farm property line) 

-Reservation “Ambient” 

Wachusett Wind Farm &
Reservation Sound Levels

34-38 dBA

40-44 dBA

60 dBA
at Boundary

(graphic from Tech
Environmental at AWEA

“Northeast Siting
Conference” in Boston -

March 2005) 


